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WALT: Find patterns in number 
sequences.

WILF:
• I can recognise a pattern in number 

sequences.

• I can complete a sequence by finding 
the pattern. 



This is a number pattern:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

The rule is 
add 1 each 

time

A number pattern is a sequence of numbers 
that follow a certain rule. 



1,   2,   3,   4,   5,   
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1

1 + 1 = 2 2 + 1 = 3 3 + 1 = 4

4 + 1 = 5 5 + 1 = 6

What would the next 
number be in this pattern?

653 42



Can you figure out what the next numbers in this 
sequence would be?

5, 10, 15, 20,      ,       ,     35  

What is happening each time?

15 + 5 = 20



Can you figure out what the next numbers in this 
sequence would be?

25  30  5, 10, 15, 20,      ,       ,               35  +5 +5 +5

What is happening each time?

15 + 5 = 20

+5 +5 +5



Let’s look at 
some 

trickier 
sequences!

Number sequences can use:
addition, subtraction, multiplication or division. 

Today we are going to be focusing on 
addition and subtraction to find patterns!

-

+



Can you finish this number sequence?

-1 -2 -3

What happens to get from 48 to 47?

What happens to get from 47 to 45?

What happens to get from 45 to 42?

What number will come after 42? 

What number will come after 38? 

48, 47, 45, 42,___, ___. 
-4 -5



Can you finish this number sequence?

-1 -2 -3
48, 47, 45, 42,___, ___. 38  -4 33  -5

What happens to get from 48 to 47?

What happens to get from 47 to 45?

What happens to get from 45 to 42?

What number will come after 42? 

What number will come after 38? 



Your Turn to practice!

Can you figure out the missing numbers and the 
rule in these sequences?

1. 13, 17, 21, 

2. 95,      ,75,       , 55, 45, 85 65



Check your Answers!
The rule in the sequences are …….

1. 13, 17, 21,___, ___ 

2. 95,___, 75, ___, 55, 45, ___ 

rule = add 4

rule = subtract 1085 65 35

25  29



Let's try some more 
sequences! 

Find the rule and complete 
the pattern.



Find the rule of the number sequence and complete the pattern

1

2

3

4

5

6



Check your answers!
50 60 70 80

8 12 16

50 40

20 30 35

8 4 2

40 80 90

1

2

3

4

5

6

-2

+ 2

-10

+ 5

+ 10

+10



Let’s make it spicy!
Use your knowledge of the 

2- and 5-times tables 
to complete these 

number sequences!





Check your Answers!



This is a number pattern:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

The rule is 
add 1 each 

time

A number pattern is a sequence of numbers 
that can follow a certain rule. Sometimes you 

can add or subtract!

Plenary
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